Goethe and the Evolution of Science

Craig Holdrege

This article is based on a talk Craig gave in October 2013 at the New York Academy of Sciences. The talk was sponsored by the Lyceum Society within the Academy, a group consisting mainly of semi-retired and retired scientists who invite guest speakers to speak about topics of interest. About 35 scientists attended Craig’s talk, which was followed by a lively question and answer session. Clearly, there was a keen interest in learning more about Goethe and the relevance of his approach for modern science.

Already at the age of 25—in 1774—Goethe was famous in German-speaking Europe for his literature. His novel The Sorrows of Young Werther was a best seller. During his long life—he died at age 82 in 1832—Goethe’s literary productivity never ceased. He is perhaps the most well-known and influential German-language poet and writer of the modern era.

Soon after attaining his youthful fame, Goethe moved in 1775 to the small duchy of Weimar. There he was a companion of the young duke, served as a minister in the duchy, and within a few years took on an almost unbelievable number of duties (Barnes 1999; Richards 2002). He was privy councilor, superintendent of buildings, mines, and forestry; he became president of the duchal chamber and also of the war council. His artistic talents were put to use as court poet and director of the drawing academy, and he wrote, produced, and acted in plays at the court theater.

Through his practical duties he became increasingly interested in science. He learned botany as he guided the management of the duchal forests; he studied geology, which he came to know firsthand in his visits to mines and sites for new mines. As a teacher of anatomical drawing at the drawing academy, he sought out anatomist Justus Christian Loder and attended his anatomical demonstrations at the University of Jena. He also studied anatomy privately with Loder, originally with the aim of improving his artistic rendering of the human form, but increasingly because he became intrigued with human and animal form for their own sake.

Over time Goethe pursued his interests in a variety of areas of science—botany, comparative anatomy of animals, geology, color, and meteorology. Goethe was no dabbler. He delved into each area by studying current literature in the field, reading about its history, interacting with and learning from experts, and by carrying out his own observations and experiments. It’s hard to believe how all this was possible in addition to his artistic and administrative endeavors.

In his scientific pursuits Goethe developed a unique way of doing and viewing science. He made discoveries that were important in the history of science, he stirred up the scientific community by challenging significant authorities, and most importantly, in my view, practiced a way of doing science and articulated a view of science that still today stands out in its uniqueness. Here I want to paint—through considering some of his work in comparative anatomy and botany—a picture of Goethe’s approach to science and discuss why I think it is still highly relevant and important today. Sometimes when I bring up Goethe’s approach to science, people say, “Craig, we need to move beyond Goethe.” That has truth to it; but even more true is that in important ways we haven’t even reached Goethe. That’s why in going back to Goethe we can also move into the future.

Nature

Surprisingly, in the inaugural (November 4, 1869) issue of Nature—which was to become the pre-eminent journal of science—Goethean thought had a prominent place. The guest editorial, written by the famous proponent of science and Darwinism, T. H. Huxley, began with a long quotation from a “wonderful rhapsody on ‘Nature,’ which has been a delight to me from my youth up.” Here are some excerpts from that rhapsody (albeit in a different translation from the one Huxley quoted; see Goethe 1995, pp. 3-5):

Nature! We are surrounded and embraced by her—powerless to leave her and powerless to enter her more deeply....

She brings forth ever new forms: what is there, never was; what was, never will return. All is new, and yet forever old.
We live within her, and are strangers to her. She speaks
perpetually with us, and does not betray her secret. We
work on her constantly, and yet have no power over
her….

She is the sole artist, creating extreme contrast out of
the simplest material, the greatest perfection seemingly
without effort, the most definite clarity always veiled
with a touch of softness. Each of her works has its own
being, each of her phenomena its separate idea, and yet
all create a single whole….

There is everlasting life, growth, and movement in her
and yet she does not stir from her place. She transforms
herself constantly and there is never a moment's pause
in her. She has no name for respite, and she has set her
curse upon inactivity. She is firm. Her tread is measured,
her exceptions rare, her laws immutable.

She thought and she thinks still, not as man, but as
nature. She keeps to herself her own all-embracing
thoughts which none may discover from her.

All men are in her and she in all….

Life is her most beautiful invention and death her
scheme for having much life….

She is wise and still. We may force no explanation from
her, wrest no gift from her, if she does not give it freely…

She is whole and yet always unfinished. As she does
now she may do forever. To each she appears in a unique
form. She hides amid a thousand names and terms, and
is always the same….

This hymn to nature was written by a friend of Goethe's,
Georg Christoph Tobler, in 1782, and is based on Tobler's
conversations with Goethe. When Goethe read the piece
late in life, he remarked that it had accurately represented
his views. (The hymn has usually been attributed to Goethe
himself and was included in his collected works.) It ex-
presses a dramatically dynamic view of a nature in which
everything is intertwined. Huxley felt that "no more fitting
preface could be put before a Journal, which aims to mir-
ror the progress of that fashioning by Nature of a picture
of herself, in the mind of man, which we call the progress
of Science…." And while Goethean thought would hardly
be greeted so warmly today in the pages of Nature, Huxley
sensed something deep and timeless in this view of nature
and concluded his editorial by remarking, "It may be, that
long after the theories of the philosophers whose achieve-
ments are recorded in these pages, are obsolete, the vision
of the poet will remain as a truthful and efficient symbol of
the wonder and mystery of Nature." That same vision in-
formed Goethe's work as a scientist.

A Bone of Contention

While studying human and comparative anatomy in the
1780s, Goethe learned that leading authorities in the field
believed that the human being does not possess a particular
bone in the skull. At the time this bone was called the os
intermaxillare, today we speak of the premaxilla or premax-
illary bone. Apes, monkeys and other mammals possess this
bone and the prevailing view was that it is "a characteristic
that separates ape from man" (Goethe 1995, p. 111).

This view did not sit well with Goethe, and he began an
extensive study of human and animal skulls. He came to
the conclusion that the human being does in fact possess a
premaxilla and wrote in 1786 a scientific paper on the topic
(Goethe 1995, pp. 111-116). The premaxilla is especially
prominent in animals with a long snout, such as the horse
(Figure 1). It forms the front-most part of the upper jaw
and houses the upper incisors. Animals with shorter skulls
have a proportionally shorter and smaller premaxilla, but
it is clearly visible, say, in lions or monkeys (Figure 2). It is
not so readily discernible in the human skull, which is so
round and displays no forward jutting of the jaw (Figure
3). Goethe—typical for his approach—looked at a variety
of adult skulls, but also skulls of children and embryos.
Especially in younger skulls the sutures between the upper
jaw bone (maxilla) and the premaxilla are clearly visible and
they are also visible in some adult skulls. What often occurs
is that the premaxilla and upper jaw bone fuse in the course
of development. But the premaxilla is present. Goethe is
often described as the discoverer of the bone; however, he
studied the works of earlier anatomists and found that the
bone had been described by some and he named them in
his paper on the premaxilla.

Finding the premaxilla in man gave Goethe the greatest
pleasure. He wrote to his friend Herder: "I have found—
neither gold nor silver, but something that makes me un-
speakably glad—the os intermaxillare in man! While com-
paring human and animals skulls with Loder, I came on
its tracks and saw it there" (cited in Richards 2002, p. 369).
Why was Goethe so excited by the discovery of this inaus-
picious bone?

This becomes clear in a letter that Goethe wrote to his
friend Knebel in 1884:

Moreover, man is very closely related to the animals.
Unity of the whole makes every creature into that which
it is. Man is man as well through the form and nature of
his upper jaw as he is man through the form and nature
of the tip of his little toe. And thus is every creature only
one tone, one hue of a great harmony, which one must
within the context of the whole organism. Goethe had a remarkable sensitivity to this essential feature of organic life. Therefore, when he encountered a view that made presence or absence of a single part into an essential distinguishing characteristic he felt something was awry. His response was to go into great detail in observation, look at manifold species and specimens, take variation seriously, and then describe the facts and relations. Again and again the facts bore out that there is unity in nature and that the distinctiveness of different organisms is not a matter of having this or

thus study in the whole and at large, lest every particular become a dead letter. I have written this small treatise from that point of view, and that is really the interest that lies hidden therein. (Cited in Richards 2002, p. 375)

In his studies of living nature Goethe considered how every part of a larger whole is truly a member of that whole and expressive of it. All the bones in the human frame are related to our upright posture. It’s not a particular bone that makes us human but how the individual bones are configured

Figure 1. The skull of a horse, showing the premaxillary (P), maxillary (M), and nasal (N) bones. The palate view of the upper jaw at the right is from Goethe’s original publication on the premaxillary bone (labeling added by CH).

Figure 2. The skulls of a monkey (left), mountain lion (middle) and white-tailed deer (right) showing the premaxillary (P), maxillary (M), and nasal (N) bones. The drawing of the monkey skull is from Goethe’s original publication on the premaxillary bone (no species or genus was indicated; labeling added by CH).
that part or organ, but rather of how the parts are integrated within the whole. As he wrote in Faust, “consider the what, but consider even more the how” (Faust II, line 6992).

You may think it quaint that people could believe that a single bone could distinguish humans and animals. But if you fast forward to the end of the twentieth century and substitute “gene” for “bone” then you will find that the tendency to hold distinct parts or entities to be essential distinguishing factors is still happily alive. In 1998 an article appeared in Science that had the subtitle, “Which of our genes make us human?” (Gibbons, 1998). The article reports that there is hardly any difference between the DNA from humans and chimpanzees. Approximately 98.5% of the DNA is the same and the author draws the following conclusion:

This means that a very small portion of human DNA is responsible for the traits that make us human, and that a handful of genes somehow confer everything from an upright gait to the ability to recite poetry and compose music.

Had Goethe been alive in 1998, I’m sure that he would have rebelled against this view. And had he studied the details of genetic research the way he studied comparative anatomy, he would have seen his view of organic life born out even at the level of molecular processes. This is something we have been studying at The Nature Institute for many years—all modern research points to the fact that an organism dynamically orchestrates its genome and not the other way around. (See natureinstitute.org/gene/index.htm and BiologyWorthyofLife.org.)

**Wholeness and Isolation**

“With any given phenomenon in nature—and especially if it is significant or striking—we should not stop and dwell on it, cling to it, and view it as existing in isolation. Instead we should look about in the whole of nature to find where there is something similar, something related. For only when related elements are drawn together will a whole gradually emerge that speaks for itself and requires no further explanation.” (Goethe 1995, p. 203 [Theory of Color, Part Two, paragraph 228; this transl. CH])

Goethe’s approach to science was truly ecological—he always tried to understand things in relation to their broader connections. He was keenly aware of the errors that occur when we focus too exclusively on isolated details—whether in observation of natural phenomena or in carrying out experiments. In his seminal little essay “The Experiment as Mediator of Subject and Object,” written in 1792, Goethe discusses scientific methodology. Because he had learned that “in living nature nothing happens that is not in connection with a whole,” he believed that a scientist must take utmost care when looking at individual facts or performing individual experiments (Goethe 2010;
following quotations are from the same essay). First, the observations and experiments should be carried out multiple times to verify them—a widely recognized practice today. Next, since each experiment or experience represents an “isolated piece of knowledge,” the question becomes: “how do we find the connections between phenomena or within a given situation?” In experiments, “we cannot be careful enough to examine other bordering phenomena and what follows next. This is more important than looking at the experiment in itself. It is the duty of the scientist to modify every single experiment.” Similarly, a characteristic of an organism, whether a bone (as we saw in the premaxilla) or a gene, needs to be viewed at the very least in its variations (morphologically and physiologically), in its context within the organism as a whole (which also changes over time and in different circumstances), and in relation to the “same” characteristic in different organisms.

This approach leads you as a scientist to be cautious and also skeptical about scientific proofs or discoveries provided by single experiments. Those proofs and discoveries are telling you about, say, a gene within a particular experimental or clinical context, not about the “ecological” gene of organismic reality. As Goethe writes, “I dare to claim that one experiment, and even several of them, does not prove anything and that nothing is more dangerous than wanting to prove a thesis directly by means of an experiment. The biggest errors have arisen precisely because this danger and the limitations of the method have not been recognized.” If we take seriously these limitations, we realize that “we accomplish most when we never tire in exploring and working through a single experience or experiment by investigating it from all sides and in all its modifications.”

It’s not hard to see that Goethe worked in a careful and self-critical way. His approach was taken up in an especially rigorous and consequential way by twentieth-century neurologist Kurt Goldstein (1878-1965). Goldstein led a clinic after World War I in Frankfurt, Germany, that treated many brain-damaged soldiers. He was forced to leave Germany, as a Jew, already in 1933, and he wrote his brilliant book, The Organism: A Holistic Approach to Biology, in exile in Amsterdam. He then settled in the United States.

Goldstein realized the shortcomings of contemporary views of the nervous system and human biology and behavior. For example, scientists and doctors were then keen—as they are today—on localizing specific functions in specific parts of the nervous system. But Goldstein followed Goethe’s approach of studying variations of function and structure under different conditions and circumstances. He realized that even simple reflexes are not “automatic mechanisms” but varyably depend on the momentary state of the person and the particular task at hand. The patellar reflex as the doctor elicits it during a physical exam is not simply the same reflex (the same “mechanism”) that comes into play when I climb stairs, since it is modified by and acts in the service of the whole organism at that moment (see Holdrege 1999). As Goldstein writes:

If the organism is a whole and each section of it functions normally within that whole, then in the analytic experiment, which isolates the sections as it studies them, the properties and functions of any part must be modified by their isolation from the whole of the organism. Thus they cannot reveal the function of these parts in normal life. There are innumerable facts which demonstrate how the functioning of a field is changed by its isolation. If we want to use the results of such experiments for understanding the activity of the organism in normal life (that is, as a whole), we must know in what way the condition of isolation modifies the functioning, and we must take these modifications into account. We have every reason to occupy ourselves very carefully with this condition of isolation. (Goldstein 1971, p. 10)

This realization poses a real challenge for science and for knowing in general:

As soon as we attempt to grasp [living organisms] scientifically, we must take them apart, and this taking apart nets us a multitude of isolated facts which offer no direct clue to that which we experience directly in the living organism. Yet we have no way of making the nature and behavior of an organism scientifically intelligible other than by its construction out of facts obtained in this way. We thus face the basic problem of all biology, possibly of all knowledge. The question can be formulated quite simply: What do the phenomena, arising from the isolating procedure, teach us about the “essence” (the intrinsic nature) of an organism? How, from such phenomena, do we come to an understanding of the behavior of the individual organism? (Goldstein 1995, p. 27)

The analytical process—or practical reductionism as I call it—through which we go into and focus on details (make them into isolated objects) is a necessary foundation for clear understanding. Otherwise we move in vagaries. But by reducing we lose connections and this is the problem that Goldstein so clearly sees. How do we overcome the limitations of the process of isolation? That is the hard question that Goldstein poses for science, a question I want to begin
to address here and then more fully in the following section of the article.

Pursuing a Goethean approach, we never tire of carefully investigating details and, where appropriate, performing experiments. But in this work we give due attention to the process of isolation and its limitations, so that we become aware of how we are interacting with the phenomena. We realize that science is a form of participation in the phenomena and that the way the phenomena appear is also a function of the way we look at them. This does not mean that what we find is “subjective,” but that a perspective or point of view belongs to the way something appears. Therefore we need to be just as aware of our point of view as we are of its object. We take first steps in overcoming this one-sidedness by considering the phenomena in question from a variety of perspectives—as Goethe did with the premaxilla and Goldstein with reflexes.

It is not enough, however, to observe a bone in many different species of skulls or in different stages of development in one species. If we only do this then we have a collection of many isolated facts. We need to consciously shift our attention from facts to relations and connections. This means that when we have looked at the premaxilla in, say, a deer skull and have studied its characteristics, we attend to how it fits within that skull and perhaps how the relations change during development.

When we then compare the deer skull to the mountain lion skull we see a different configuration of relations. We see how the premaxilla is part of the tendency toward overall lengthening of the snout and in particular to the lengthening of the forward (distal) part of the snout. The compact skull of the mountain lion has a much smaller and broader premaxilla. When we now shift attention to the limb skeleton we see that the deer has proportionately long legs and it is again the distal parts of the limb (comparable to our feet and hands) that are especially long. In contrast, the lion has short, stout legs and the feet are much shorter. We can then begin to study how these characteristics both reflect and make possible the way the animal feeds, moves, and behaves.

Without going into further exploration of the connections here, I hope you can see how, by moving from one set of facts to the next and by attending to the changing relations, we begin to form a dynamic understanding of parts within the whole. We come to see how the premaxilla is not “just” a bone, but through its configuration shows us something of the nature of a deer, or a lion. The part shows itself in relation to its context within the organism as a whole—we are starting to see it as a true member of the organism. We are on the way to overcoming the limitations of the isolating procedure. We have not abandoned the details but have begun to see them in their significance for the organism.

Goldstein describes the Goethean way to understand the organism in the following way:

We do not construct the architecture of the organism by a mere addition of brick to brick; rather we try to discover the actual *Gestalt* or the intrinsic structure of this building, a *Gestalt* from which the phenomena, which were formerly equivocal, would now become intelligible…. We can arrive at [understanding] only by using a special procedure of cognition—a form of creative activity by which we build a picture of the organism on the basis of the facts gained through the analytic method, in a form of ideation similar to the procedure of the artist. Biological knowledge is continued creative activity, by which the idea of the organism comes increasingly within the reach of our experience. It is the sort of ideation, however, which springs ever and ever again from empirical facts, and never fails to be grounded in and substantiated by them. Goethe, to whom we owe much for important discoveries in the field of biology, has called this procedure of acquiring knowledge *Schau* (beholding), and the “picture” by which the individual phenomenon becomes understandable (as a modification), the *Urbild* (the prototype).” (Combination of text from two nearly identical paragraphs in Goldstein 1995, pp. 306-7, and 1971, pp. 23-4)

As Goldstein points out, holistic or organismic understanding of life—which simply means good, contextually sensitive understanding—is a qualitatively different kind of knowing than what we practice in reducing and focusing. And while there is a real challenge to understand, not to mention to practice, a Goethean holistic way of knowing, it is, I believe, a further development of a capacity we use in everyday life and in science. What I mean is our ability to recognize relations and patterns.

If our minds were restricted to analysis and the attention to its products, we would never recognize relations and patterns. Any of us can recognize that the premaxilla is present both in a deer and in a mountain lion. Although all particular details are different, there are relational qualities that we recognize, and we can see the similarity despite the differences. All comparison relies on this ability; without it we would be stuck in details. Recognition, however, is not an analytical process. As philosopher Ron Brady points out, “if recognition could be facilitated by analytic means, we would not need to see a picture of an individual in order to
make an identification, but a list of characteristics would do” (Brady 2002). Brady quotes biologist C. F. A. Pantin, who describes collecting biological specimens in the field: “if, when we are collecting Rhynchodemus bilineatus together, I say, ‘Bring me all the worms that sneer at you,’ the probability of your collecting the right species becomes high.” That is pattern recognition! And someone who has attended to a specific area of phenomena will have much more refined recognition skills than a beginner.

Every scientist makes use of such skills, but they are taken for granted. They form the unreflective background on the basis of which we analyze, and we wake up, so to speak, only in meeting the details—the products of the analysis. But Goethe remained particularly awake to the relations between facts, and he developed this capacity further through his methodical scientific work.

In conventional science the connection between the facts—the analytical details—is provided by generalizations (explanations, theories, laws). They are what integrate the disconnected facts. It’s important to see that generalizations are not the same as what we perceive concretely as holistic patterns and relations. Generalizations are abstractions that are concerned with the least common denominator (“the premaxilla is either of two bones located in front of and between the maxillary bones in the upper jaw of vertebrates”). This is correct for all vertebrates, but it tells you nothing about its qualities and significance within any specific organism, which is what we try to discover in following Goethe’s approach. Similarly, the law of gravity tells us that both a rock and a feather will fall to the ground, and in a vacuum tube (process of isolation!) we can even observe how they will do so at the same velocity (and “confirm” the law). But while fundamental, this tells us little about the way a feather, loosed from a flying hawk, drifts slowly in the wind and finally comes gently to rest on the ground, or how that feather in its development, structure, and placement contributes to the hawk’s remarkable ability to soar upward in thermal updraft (see Talbott 2004).

Goethe’s botanical studies will take us a step further in understanding why he thought that adequate knowledge could only be attained by a way of knowing that perceives and beholds—and doesn’t only articulate generalizations about—dynamic wholeness in life.

**The Dynamic Plant**

“If we look at all these Gestalten, especially the organic ones, we will discover that nothing in them is permanent, nothing at rest or defined—everything is in a flux of continual motion. This is why German frequently and fittingly makes use of the word Bildung [formation] to describe the end product and what is in process of production as well…. When something has acquired a form it metamorphoses immediately into a new one.” (Goethe 1995, pp. 63–4)

Goethe’s botanical research was initially guided by his study of Linnaeus’ *Philosophia Botanica*, a foundational work on plant systematics and botanical terminology. He learned much from Linnaeus’ overview of plant classification and the detailed descriptions of plant parts. Looking back at his botanical research near the end of his life, Goethe wrote (in 1831):

I gradually became aware that some things on the path which he had marked out and I had taken, were holding me back, if not actually leading me astray…. When I attempted an accurate application of terminology, I found the variability of organs the chief difficulty. I lost the courage to

---

**Figure 4.** On the left, a pressed flowering specimen of wild radish (*Raphanus raphanistrum*) showing the different forms of the leaves on the main stem. On the right, all the leaves from the main stem of a different wild radish specimen. The first leaves develop at the bottom of the plant (at the left in the horizontal row); the last small leaf (at the right end of the row) is the uppermost leaf and the last one on the main stem to develop; it precedes the first flower.
drive in a stake, or to draw a boundary line, when on the selfsame plant I discovered first round, then notched, and finally almost pinnate leaves, which later contracted, were simplified, turned into scales, and at last disappeared entirely. The problem of designating the genera with certainty, and of arranging the species under them, seemed insoluble to me. Of course, I read the method prescribed, but how could I hope to find a suitable classification when even in Linnaeus’ time genera had been shattered and separated, and classes themselves dissolved? (Goethe 1989, pp. 159-60)

What impressed Goethe was variety and variability in plants. He looked at them in detail and did not gloss over differences. But the differences were not of the kind that would allow hard and fast boundaries between plant parts or even species and genera. He came to see plants as dynamic and transforming organisms. I’ll give a few examples here.

When he looked at the leaves of herbaceous plants—especially annuals—he noticed that the form of the leaves often changes dramatically as one leaf after another develops on the stem (see Figures 4 and 5). The first two leaves—the cotyledons—are already formed in the seeds and are markedly different from the following foliage leaves. The first foliage leaves are usually roundish or oval in shape, the next leaves are larger and the leaf becomes more differentiated—each species in its own way. Then the leaves get smaller and linear, and finally “disappear entirely.” It’s impossible to say what the foliage leaf looks like in any of the plants shown. Rather, there is a sequence of forms that shows how the plant, in developing its leaves, is going through a process of transformation. “Leaf” is not something static and clearly circumscribed, but a dynamic process in the life of the plant.

Figure 5. The foliage leaves of different wildflowers.
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Figure 6. Two atypical tulips. The upper leaf on the stem at the left has the texture and color of a petal. In the specimen on the right the upper leaf and a petal are not wholly separated and this chimeric form has characteristics of both petal and foliage leaf. (Paintings commissioned by Goethe for *Metamorphosis of Plants.*)

Figure 7. A species of primrose. The flowers of the specimen on the left have the typical tube-like, green calyx that holds the red and yellow petals of the corolla. The atypical specimen on the right has a double layer of petals; the calyx transformed into a corolla. (Paintings commissioned by Goethe for *Metamorphosis of Plants.*)

Figure 8. A proliferous rose. Instead of forming stamens and pistils, this rose develops a new stem carrying petal-like and foliage-leaf-like structures. (Paintings commissioned by Goethe for *Metamorphosis of Plants.*)

Figure 9. Top row: normal petals of a rose. Bottom row: atypical petals that have developed partly as stamens. (Paintings commissioned by Goethe for *Metamorphosis of Plants.*)
The process of transformation along the stem continues in formation of the flower, which after pollination progresses further in the development of the fruit and seeds. In his studies, Goethe came to a dynamic view of this process. He writes in his treatise of 1790 on *The Metamorphosis of Plants*:

Whether the plant grows vegetatively, or flowers and bears fruit, the same organs fulfill nature's laws throughout, although with different functions and often under different guises. The organ which expanded on the stem as a leaf, assuming a variety of forms, is the same organ which now contracts in the calyx, expands again in the petal, contracts in the reproductive parts, only to expand finally as the fruit. (para. 115; in Goethe 1995, p. 96)

One of the ways in which he came to this idea of the unity of plant parts was through his observation of what we would typically call abnormalities. For the publication of *The Metamorphosis of Plants* he commissioned an artist to draw some of these abnormal, but for Goethe important, forms. Figure 6 shows two tulips in which the uppermost foliage leaf has become like a petal of the flower both in color and consistency. Figure 7 shows two different specimens of a primrose variety. The "normal" plant is shown on the left and it has small green sepals that are distinct from the larger red petals. On the right is a specimen in which petals have developed where sepals normally grow; as a result this plant has a double layer of petals. In Figure 8 we can see that a new stem with leaves and petals has developed out of the middle of a flower. And, finally, Figure 9 shows individual parts of the flower that have characteristics of both petal and stamen.

These examples indicate how attentive Goethe was to details that most of us would overlook. But why did he find such abnormalities important? Because when plants can develop petals where foliage leaves, petals where sepals, and stamens where petals normally develop, they are clearly not fixed and determined in their parts. Of course, the developed parts of any given specimen are distinct in their appearance. But when you see the parts in their relations and variations, you become cognizant of the unity of transforming life in the plant. Your attention shifts from the products to the productive source of life, and this is not fixed, but rather flexible and dynamic.

Goethe discovered this dynamic unity of plant during a two-year stay in Italy (which was a prolonged "sabbatical" that Goethe embarked upon in 1786 to escape from what had become the overburdening weight of his duties in the Duchy of Weimar, to which he returned, with fewer responsibilities, after his journey). He writes: "I traced the variations of all the forms as I came upon them. In Sicily, the final goal of my [Italian] journey, the conception of the original identity of all plant parts had become completely clear to me; and everywhere I attempted to pursue this identity and to catch sight of it again" (1989, p. 162). He realized that "in the organ of the plant that we are accustomed to call the *leaf* lies the true Proteus who can hide or reveal himself in all vegetal forms. Forwards and backwards, the plant is nothing but leaf..." (Goethe 2002, p. 622; transl. modified by CH). He also spoke of this true Proteus of plant life as the *Urpflanze* (archetypal plant).

Nothing is easier than to misunderstand what Goethe is talking about with his discovery of the archetypal plant. He did not mean a general scheme; he did not mean something metaphysical; he did not mean some physical genetic potency in germ of the plant. He meant something that becomes visible to the mind's eye as it actively studies the phenomena of plant life. This is a thinking that is perceiving and a perceiving that is thinking, as Goethe put it, that reveals both specificity and universality. Philosopher Ernst Cassirer suggests that Goethe's special contribution to science has been misunderstood because he was practicing a way of knowing that is unique:

There prevails in his writings a relationship of the "particular" to the "universal" such as can hardly be found elsewhere in the history of philosophy or of natural science. It was his firm conviction that the particular and the universal are not only intimately connected but that they interpenetrate one another. The "factual" and the "theoretical" were not opposite poles to him, but only two expressions and factors of a unified and irreducible relation. This is one of the basic maxims in his view of nature. (Cassirer 1950/1978, p. 145)

In other words, Goethe overcame a dualistic view of the world, but he did so without reducing mind to matter or matter to mind. In a rigorous manner he could speak about "the sensible form of a supersensible plant archetype" (1989, p. 162; transl. modified by CH). This kind of experience relies on the intensification and further development of the everyday capacity we use in pattern recognition. So it is not as though it is something far off and unattainable. It is special, because what our culture has emphasized and trains is the ability to analyze and focus on details of the sensory world and the extended-sensory world mediated by instruments, on the one hand, and on the ability to form generalizations that create a web
of meaning for the facts, on the other. This has led to the duality of matter and mind and to all the fruitless attempts to make the world whole again by denying one of the two poles. Because Goethe’s approach stays at all times within experience—but experience that encompasses thought and sense—the division that plagues modernity does not arise.

Birthing Ecological and Evolutionary Thought

As we have seen, adequate understanding in Goethe’s view can only be gained when we consider the relations and connections in which any given thing is embedded. This is ecology understood as a way of knowing. It is not a matter of content, because it applies to the way we study any phenomena, whether they be rocks, cells, or whole organisms. It leads to an ecological view of the world in which everything is interconnected. So Goethe the ecologist writes in the early 1790s:

We will see the entire plant world, for example, as a vast sea which is as necessary to the existence of individual insects as the oceans and river are to the existence of individual fish, and we will observe that an enormous number of living creatures are born and nourished in this ocean of plants. Ultimately we will see the whole world of animals as a great element in which one species is created or at least sustained, by and through another. We will no longer think of connections and relationships in terms of purpose and intention; we will progress in knowledge alone through seeing how formative nature expresses itself from all sides and in all directions. (Goethe 1995, pp. 55-56)

This ecological view of nature carries at the same time the seeds of a picture of life evolving on earth. And it is clear that Goethe—with his conception of individual organisms as dynamic, developing beings and his notion that the life of all organisms is interconnected and woven together with the environment—could hardly help but think that life on earth has evolved:

My laborious and painstaking research was made easier, even sweetened, when Herder undertook to set down his ideas on the history of mankind. Our daily conversation was concerned with the primal origins of the water-earth and the living creatures which have developed on it from time immemorial. Again and again we discussed the primal origin and its ceaseless development, and our scientific knowledge was refined and enriched daily through mutual communication and argument. (Goethe 1995, p. 69; this translation by CH)

These conversations took place in the 1780s. Goethe and Herder were two of a number of thinkers in Europe at the end of the 18th century who were giving birth to the idea of organic evolution. This idea took hold in broader culture only much later, after the publication of Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species in 1859. While Ernst Haeckel—the champion of Darwinism in the German-speaking world—referred to Goethe as a forerunner of Darwin, this is true only to a degree. Like Goethe, Darwin was attentive to the immense variation in nature and came to view nature dynamically. But in working out his theory, he focused on natural selection—how the environment determines the evolution of organisms, whereas Goethe believed that any development would result from the “inner core” of the organism—what we’ve discussed in the plant as the living Proteus—forming itself differently in the interaction with changing conditions.

Anthropologist and historian of science Loren Eiseley wrote that “Darwin’s primary interest [was] the modification of living forms under the selective influence of the environment. … Magnificent as his grasp of this aspect of biology is, it is counterbalanced by a curious lack of interest in the nature of the organism itself.” He goes on to articulate this lack more precisely and in so doing characterizes exactly what stands out in Goethe’s approach, namely, the “deep recognition of the life of the organism as a functioning whole which must be coordinated interiorly before it can function exteriorly” (Eiseley 1961, pp. 341-342).

The Metamorphosis of the Scientist

You could say that it was Goethe’s gift to sense that he was encountering something of immeasurable depth and potency in every meeting with the natural world. To come closer to that depth and potency without destroying it was his aim: “An organic being is externally so many-sided and internally so manifold and inexhaustible that we cannot choose enough points of view to behold it, and we cannot develop enough organs in ourselves in order to examine it without killing it” (in Steiger 1977, p. 12). The way we develop this inner flexibility and sensitivity of mind so that it becomes an organ that perceives is by consciously encountering the world in its manifold aspects: “Every new object, clearly seen, opens up a new organ of perception in us” (Goethe 1995, p. 39; this translation by CH).
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It is up to us to adapt ourselves to what the phenomena have to show—and not primarily to adapt them to our habitual ways of knowing. Progress in science, in Goethe’s sense, entails changing ourselves, for “if we want to behold nature in a living way, we must follow her example and become as mobile and malleable as nature herself” (Goethe 1995, p. 64; this translation by CH).

Toward the end of his life Goethe spoke of a “delicate empiricism that makes itself utterly identical with its object, thereby becoming true theory” (Goethe 1995, p. 307). Here the meaning of theory has shifted from an abstract, universal generalization to a concrete and intensive perception of the relations among phenomena. Goethe used the word theory in a way similar to the meaning it had for the ancient Greeks. *Theoria* meant to view a spectacle or a performance; it had to do with direct participation and perception in a happening in the world (Gadamer 1981 and 1998). But Goethe’s theory—insight into the “performance” of the world—is gained only after we go through the eye of the needle of analysis. As Goldstein says, it is insight that “springs ever and ever again from empirical facts, and never fails to be grounded in and substantiated by them” (1971, p. 24).

Goethe knew that he was extending the boundaries of science, but felt this is necessary if human knowledge is to become a truer expression of the life of nature. And when he wrote that “this enhancement of our mental powers belongs to a highly evolved age,” he knew that the necessary metamorphosis of the scientist would be a long-term project (Goethe 1995, p. 307).

**Today and for the Future**

In closing I’d like to summarize a few of the ways in which I think Goethe’s work in science is important today and for the future.

**Good Science**

“Goethe’s understanding of scientific procedure marked him not simply a good scientist for the time, but a good scientist for all time” (Richards 2002, p. 408). Historian and philosopher of science Robert Richards comes to this conclusion based on extensive research into Goethe’s scientific writings. Because Goethe realized that science is a form of interaction and participation in things, he was especially careful, methodical, and critical. He did not hold the naive view—still widespread today—that science presents the one objective revelation of “the way things are.” He saw the confusion and misunderstanding that arises when we don’t take the human knower and doer into account as part of the scientific process and product.

In this respect he was far ahead of his time and realized long before the advent of quantum physics that observer and observed are inextricably interwoven. For him this implied that we must refine ourselves as instruments of knowing in the careful and extensive interaction with concrete phenomena:

> Among the objects we will find many different forms of existence and modes of change, a variety of relationships livingly interwoven; in ourselves, on the other hand, a potential for infinite growth through constant adaptation of our sensibilities and judgment to new ways of acquiring knowledge and responding with action.” Goethe 1995, p. 61 (written 1807; published 1817).

Goethe saw that progress in science depends upon the development of inner capacities and sensibilities—and not only on the ever further refinement of external instruments and methods and ever grander generalizations. You could say that it’s an effort to create a science that is itself more whole by integrating it into the whole—and that means the developing—human being.

**Understanding Life**

Goethe was keenly interested to the life and vitality of nature. In his studies he developed a growing understanding of the dynamic and holistic nature of organisms. With a sense of the organism as a dynamic whole and with a Goethean methodological awareness, you can gain a foundation to think about topics such as genetics and evolution in fresh ways. Twentieth-century biology was dominated by the gene-centered explanation of inheritance. When scientists make discrete elements that result from the process of isolation (“genes”) foundational to all life processes, you can know that something gets lost. And that something is the dynamic life of the organism. In all genetic “explanations” the organism as an active agent is presupposed but not studied as such. Genetics (and evolutionary biology) suffer from inadequate knowledge of the dynamic whole organism.

With the plethora of new discoveries in molecular biology, scientists can hardly fail to confront the inadequacies of the standard explanatory frameworks. As a leading scientist recently remarked, “we can now see the Modern Synthesis as far too restrictive and that it dominated biological science for far too long. … The organism should have never been relegated to the role of mere carrier of its
genes” (Noble 2013). Scientists are amassing huge amounts of data and information about dynamic interactions at the molecular and cellular levels. The overriding habit of mind, however, is to treat individual substances (molecules) as foundational and then to build up a picture of the whole by imagining millions of separate mechanisms networking to make an organism. But this view makes separateness fundamental, which is the problem: separateness is precisely the condition we impose on things by investigating through the process of isolation; the attempt to understand the organism in this way is futile and leads to a skewed view of the organism and its life.

What we need are a few hundred years in which biologists take the character of the organism in its interconnectedness, dynamics, and agency as primary and work to integrate products of analysis into a coherent picture of the organism and its interactions at all levels of its life. This understanding, even in its beginnings, can, I believe, also contribute to a richer and more nuanced picture of evolution. Goethe’s approach can provide much needed orientation for this essential undertaking.

**Science Education**

From a Goethean perspective, the evolution of science depends on the metamorphosis of the human being. If science education is to support this evolution, it will need to shift its emphasis from a focus on learning facts and theories to developing capacities. You can often hear people say something like: in graduate school I learned what science is really all about. Why? Because in graduate school you do research, you struggle and notice how messy and rewarding scientific inquiry can be. You engage in a real process. Before that—especially in biology—you may have learned thousands of facts via PowerPoint presentations and learned to interpret them within accepted frameworks. You learned from a textbook and maybe didn’t realize that the facts of the topic are embedded in a worldview, since that never was explicitly discussed or questioned in your classes. In lab classes you encountered phenomena, and if you were lucky you may have had field courses in which you got to observe and learn about living organisms in their actual environments. One unsettling symptom of biology education today is that you can get a B.S. in biology without having once observed a living creature in its natural environment! Thankfully, there is also a growing movement toward inquiry-based learning in science.

When we shift the focus to capacity-building and science-as-process, learning science is, from the outset, about exploration and meeting the world (see also Holdrege 2013, chapter 6). The exact nature of that exploration will depend on the age of the learner. But real exploration is essential to any learning process—whether we are in kindergarten, graduate school, or in a professional development program. Science education is about getting students involved and letting them come into contact with the wonders of the natural world (which can be found in a weed in the schoolyard as well as in a national park). It’s about seeing things in relation to each other and exploring connections. It’s about letting students experience how understanding of nature can emerge, say, through a series of experiments. As critical thinking capacities grow, it becomes important to confront the ideas that have already been thought in science. Imagine high school and college students learning science as a human and often disorderly but wonderful endeavor and grappling with theories as provisory ways of understanding that can both help and hinder further exploration. Real learning involves letting students find, formulate, and follow questions they develop in their encounters. It’s about making mistakes and learning from those mistakes. It’s about an adventure.

It’s not hard to see that this way of working can engender interest, flexibility of mind, and the will to creative exploration. Moreover, because it’s all about people engaging in a process of interaction with things and learning through the experiences, it helps human beings become more firmly rooted in the world and at the same time cultivates open-mindedness. What more could we want?

**The Evolution of Understanding**

In a radical way Goethe expanded the notion of scientific understanding, which becomes especially clear in his biological work. This seems to me to be where he presents the most significant challenge to science. Goethe articulated biological understanding as the direct beholding (Anschauung) of what constitutes the living wholeness of the organism. It’s a form of knowing that allowed—or compelled—him to speak of a “Proteus” or “archetype” that informs the life of the organism. Volumes have been written about this central feature of Goethe’s science—volumes of deep misunderstanding and of deep understanding and clarification. (For a recent lucid contribution, see Riegner 2013.) What’s been done much less is to practice this way of knowing, since only through practice do its real challenges and its real promise become experience. Through practice the seed that Goethe sowed can grow—it is in my view now a seedling—and contribute to a more truthful understanding of nature.
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